STOP SIGN - at least 30’ from trunk

BUS STOP - no trees at curb but trees can be set back in sidewalk

VAULTS - no trees between vault & curb

HYDRANT - at least 5’ from trunk

CANOPY - do not plant new trees under overhead branches of adjacent trees

MEDIAN - at least 8’ wide for new and replacement trees

CURB CUT - at least 7’ from trunk

ENTRY - Tree trunk not in front of entry doors or stairs

STREET SIGN - at least 6’ from trunk

SIDEWALK - at least 39” wide from back of tree bed to wall or fence

STREET LIGHT - at least 25’ from trunk

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
- Gas & Electric at least 2’ from edge of tree bed
- Water Pipe or Valve at least 2’ from trunk
- Oil Fill Pipe at least 4’ from edge of tree bed

CURB OF INTERSECTION - at least 40’ from trunk
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